Women:

“We have learned the value th
given us courage and made us

Opening Prayer

Mighty and tender God,
voice of the voiceless,
power of the powerless;
we praise you for your vision
of a community of wholeness,
a realm of peace,
in which all who hunger and thirst are nourished,
in which the stranger is welcomed,
the hurting are healed, and the captives set free.
Guide us by your truth and love
until we and all your people
make manifest your reign of justice and compassion.
Amen.1
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Guatemala

by Karen Bokma

hat we have as women, which has
s happy.”

Introduction

Guatemala is the most populous country in Central America, with one of the
highest population growth rates in Latin America. Over half of Guatemala’s
people are under the age of 24, making it the youngest population in Latin
America. Birth rates are markedly higher among rural and indigenous
populations.
Income distribution in Guatemala is highly unequal, with the richest 20% of
the population consuming more than 51% of the country’s resources. Almost a
quarter of the population lives in extreme poverty—these statistics are even more
stark for indigenous people, where almost 40% of the population live in extreme
poverty.
Indigenous Maya women and men make up over half of Guatemala’s
population. Though they have a rich culture, they also experience oppression
and discrimination in addition to deep-rooted poverty. A lack of economic
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“I learned that I have value as a person and
that no one should abuse me.”

opportunity and environmental concerns such as climate change, encroaching
mining operations and deforestation make it difficult for families to break cycles
of poverty.
The poverty affecting many indigenous Guatemalans is rooted in centuries of
colonial history, exacerbated by a 36-year civil war that only ended in 1996.
The Guatemalan Commission for Historical Clarification (set up after the end
of the civil war) estimated that 83% of the 200,000 victims of the war were
Maya—with many stating that the Guatemalan state committed genocide against
the Maya people during the civil war. On top of the killings, many families were
displaced from long-held ancestral land during the conflict.
Today, Maya women in particular bear the greatest day-to-day hardships.
Many Maya women have not had the opportunity to learn to read and write.
Most of them have little access to land and struggle to find power or a place in
government or church structures.
In a culture that values machismo and places men in positions of power and
authority over women, there are additional struggles women in Guatemala face.
Household work and family care are often seen as invaluable contributions to the
household. Many women suffer domestic abuse and have nowhere to turn.

Valentina’s Story

Valentina lives in the community of Tuixcajchis in the Guatemalan highlands.
Now widowed, Valentina regularly experienced domestic violence while her
husband was alive. As a mother of seven children, she felt she had no recourse
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other than staying in the abusive
situation.

Valentina

Since her husband’s death,
Valentina has become an
agriculture promoter through a
Presbyterian World Service &
Development program. Along with
teaching women how to care for
the soil and use locally available
resources to grow more food,
Valentina often shares about her
personal history in order to help
them learn from her. “I’m brave
enough now and will never get
tired of sharing my experiences.”
When Valentina first signed up to
be an agriculture promoter, she
thought she’d just learn how to
farm her land better, but she gained
so much more. “Through trainings
I learned that we could change
long-held patterns—not just for farming, but for other parts of our lives as well.
I’m grateful to God because I learned the most important thing is people, not
things. I now understand my reality and the reality of life as women.”

A Note from the Photographer

In an interview I did with some women’s leaders, they talked about socializing
and how girls were told they couldn’t play certain sports, like basketball. I
asked if they played and they said they loved it, but didn’t get many chances to
play. The next day, the women were meeting in the municipal hall, with a small
basketball court next door. I asked
them if they wanted to play during the
break and they jumped at the chance.
And they were amazingly vigorous
about it; it resembled rugby more
than basketball! I like the images
because they don’t fit the normal
stereotypes about indigenous women.
~ Paul 2016
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Biblical Reflection

Read Luke 18:1–5. Consider the following questions in light of the
parable and the rest of the information in the study.
1. What can we learn from the widow’s persistence in seeing an
injustice addressed?
2. How is God unlike the unjust judge in the parable we read?
3. Share a story from your own experience about change that has
come about from those who are seemingly powerless in their
struggle for justice.
4. How might the widow’s persistence serve as a model for us as we
strive for justice and empowerment of vulnerable groups?

What Our Church is Doing

Presbyterian World Service & Development has been working
in Guatemala for over 20 years. PWS&D supports local partners,
who have long-standing relationships with communities, built on a
foundation of trust and respect.
Throughout that time, PWS&D has supported families
to ensure they have food for today and for
the future, provided accompaniment to
indigenous partners and communities,
and worked to empower women to
advocate for their rights and attain
positions of leadership within their
communities.
Along with the agriculture training,
women like Valentina receive
literacy and business training.
They form groups where they
learn together to produce crafts to
sell and start vegetable gardens
to nourish their families and earn
incomes from the excess produce.
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Earning an income and taking charge of their livelihoods gives these women
confidence and significantly impacts their quality of life. As women increase
their household incomes, they gain a greater voice in the decision-making in
their households. Through this, they are achieving new levels of independence
and assuming leadership roles in their households and communities.
The groups also offer support and friendship. “I wish all women would
understand the importance of participating in a group,” Valentina shares. “It
improves our way of living and sharing with others.”
Many of these women have to overcome a number of struggles to participate
in the program—throughout their lives they haven’t been encouraged to pursue
more, they are fearful about trying something new, or they have to persuade
skeptical spouses—who are sometimes abusive—that involvement in the
program will be beneficial to the whole family.
Jacinta, a member of Valentina’s community, shares how at the beginning of her
involvement things were difficult because everything was new and challenging,
but that “over the years we have lost the fear. We have kept working and seen
the results in our families and our communities. We have learned the value that
we have as women, which has given us courage and made us happy.”
Brenda had shared a similar history as Valentina, except it was her father-inlaw who abused her. When she finally decided to leave her husband, she found
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it tremendously difficult to support her children. But through involvement in
the group, she learned skills that allowed her to support for her family. She also
“learned that I have value as a person and that no one should abuse me.”
These women are serving as agents of change in their communities. Having
found new confidence in their roles as Maya women, mothers and leaders, they
are providing for their families, but also inspiring futures where some of the most
marginalized women are empowered, educated and able to claim their rights.

To Think About

1. Presbyterian World Service & Development is working with local partners
in Guatemala to provide support to women and aid in their empowerment.
Why is it so important that local organizations and communities lead the
way on these issues?
2. Reflecting on some of the issues women in Guatemala are faced with, where
can we find commonalities and differences between our lived experiences
here in Canada?
3. The women that PWS&D is supporting in Guatemala are indigenous. Are
there experiences felt by these women that are also faced by indigenous
women in Canada?
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Additional Activities

• The Presbyterian Church in Canada created a mission study several years ago
called Making Connections: Maya People of Guatemala and Aboriginal People
of Canada. Visit http://presbyterian.ca/resources-mission/#studies to download
the study.
• Watch the documentary Gold Fever. Gold Fever received the International
Federation of Human Rights in Film Award for sharing the story of three women
resisting the threat to their ancestral lands from global mining operations. Visit
www.goldfevermovie.com for more information.
• Rigoberta Menchú is a Guatemalan
Quiche woman whose family lived
and worked in poor conditions on a
plantation. She never had the chance to
go to school. Her parents were killed
during the civil war, and Rigoberta was
finally forced to flee Guatemala in fear
for her life. In an effort to bring about
change for her people, she became
a human rights activist and writer—
winning the Nobel Peace Prize in 1992.
Read her autobiography, I, Rigoberta
Menchú, to learn more about her life.

Closing Prayer

From the cowardice that dares not face
new truth,
from the laziness that is contented with
half-truth,
from the arrogance that thinks it knows all
truth,
Good Lord, deliver me.
Amen.2
1

Anonymous

2

Boook of Praise, #397

Something for
Single Women

In a society where marriage and
children are often held up as
the ideal, it can be difficult for
single women to find their place.
Aurelia, however, has risen to
the challenge in her community.
With the support of her father,
she became an agro-ecological
promoter where she has had the
opportunity to see changes in
the lives and families of those
around her. She is thankful for
the support she received from
her father, who encouraged her
to take the training, “so that I
can do my best.”
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